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Abstract

The identity-based signature (IBS) scheme proposed by
Sakai, Ohgishi and Kasahara in 2000, which we refer to
as the SOK-IBS scheme, is the first pairing-based IBS
scheme. Though most other existing IBS schemes, espe-
cially two modified SOK-IBS schemes, have already been
proved secure recently, the security of the original SOK-
IBS scheme is still unclear. In this paper, we prove that
the original SOK-IBS scheme is existentially unforgeable
under chosen message attacks in the random oracle model.
We also show that it is not strongly existentially unforge-
able under chosen message attacks, though the two mod-
ified versions of it are.

Keywords: Identity-based cryptography, identity-based
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1 Introduction

Identity-based cryptography (ID-PKC) has become a hot
research area in recent years. The concept was first pro-
posed by Shamir in 1984 [17] to simplify key manage-
ment and to avoid certificates. Since its appearance, sev-
eral identity-based signature (IBS) schemes have been
proposed [7, 10]. In 2000, Sakai, Ohgishi and Kasa-
hara proposed the first pairing-based IBS scheme [16]
(we call it the SOK-IBS scheme below). Later, Boneh
and Franklin proposed the first practical identity-based
encryption (IBE) scheme [4] also based on the bilinear
pairings. After that, a rapid development of ID-PKC
has taken place and many identity-based primitives have
been proposed. Interestingly, many existing identity-
based cryptographic primitives based on pairings, such
as [6, 11, 14], including the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme
[4], use the same key setup algorithm that was first used
in the SOK-IBS scheme [16].

The SOK-IBS scheme has an efficiency comparable to
other existing IBS schemes such as [5, 11], and can obtain
a higher efficiency when pre-computation is used. Be-
sides being used to sign messages, the SOK-IBS scheme
can also be used in some other applications. For exam-
ple, the certification algorithm of the certificate based en-

cryption (CBE) scheme using subcovers in [8] and the key
extraction algorithm of the hierarchical identity-based en-
cryption (HIBE) scheme in [9] can both be regarded as
applications of the SOK-IBS scheme.

When security is concerned, we note that the origi-
nal SOK-IBS scheme has never been analyzed till now.
However, most other existing IBS schemes, especially two
modified SOK-IBS schemes have already been proved se-
cure by previous works. At Eurocrypt’04, Bellare, Nam-
prempre and Neven [2] provided proofs for a large family
of IBS schemes including a modified SOK-IBS scheme (we
call it the SOK-IBS-1 scheme below) using their general
framework. Later, Libert and Quisquater [13] proved that
another modified SOK-IBS scheme (we call it the SOK-
IBS-2 scheme below), which is also obtained through the
transformation in [2], has a sub-optimal reduction from
the Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. They fur-
ther showed that the SOK-IBS-2 scheme is as secure as the
one more Diffie-Hellman problem. The latter reduction is
the first optimal security reduction for an IBS scheme.

We note that in some applications the two modified
SOK-IBS schemes [2, 13] are unable to substitute the orig-
inal one, though they are only slightly different from it,
and have the same efficiency with it. For example, if
the HIBE scheme [9] mentioned above uses the modified
SOK-IBS schemes in its key extraction algorithm, the re-
lying party will have to lookup the user’s Q values before
encrypting messages to him. Consequently, the advan-
tage of the ID-PKC– needlessness of directory– will be
lost. Therefore, we think that the security of the original
SOK-IBS scheme still deserves analysis.

However, the methods to prove securities of the two
modified SOK-IBS schemes in [2, 13] are not suitable for
the original scheme. As shown in [2], the general frame-
work defined there cannot be applied to prove security
of the original SOK-IBS scheme. The proof technique to
prove the security of the SOK-IBS-2 scheme in [13] can
also hardly be applied directly to prove the security of the
original scheme because of the difference between the two
schemes. We will discuss it in detail in Section 3. More-
over, it seems that we cannot use the forking lemma tech-
nique proposed in [15] to prove the security of the original
SOK-IBS scheme, since this scheme cannot be viewed as
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the result of performing the Fiat-Shamir transformation
[7] on some underlying identification scheme. Though the
securities of the HIBE scheme [9] and the CBE scheme [8]
may imply the security of the original SOK-IBS scheme,
no explicit security proof for it is given there. What is
more, the securities of the HIBE scheme [9] and the CBE
scheme [8] are both based on the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
assumption. We wonder if we can prove the security of the
original SOK-IBS scheme based on a weaker assumption,
such as the Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption, as
done in [13] for the SOK-IBS-2 scheme. We also want
to find whether the original SOK-IBS scheme possesses
the same security property as the two modified schemes
[2, 13].

In this paper, we prove that the original SOK-IBS is se-
cure against existential forgery under chosen message at-
tack based on the Computational Diffie-Hellman assump-
tion. Our reduction is tighter than those exhibited in
[5, 11, 12], though it is slightly looser than that in [13].
We also show that the original SOK-IBS scheme is not
strongly existentially unforgeable under chosen message
attacks, while the two modified schemes of it in [2, 13]
are. Thus, we can see that the modifications made on the
original SOK-IBS scheme in [2] improve its security and
do not lower its efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The back-
ground definitions are given in Section 2. The original
SOK-IBS scheme is presented in Section 3. We analyze
the security of the original SOK-IBS scheme in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Maps

Let G1 and G2 be two groups of order q for some large
prime q. We call a map ê : G1 ×G1 → G2 an admissible
bilinear map, if it satisfies the following properties:

1) Bilinear: We say that a map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is
bilinear if ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab for all P, Q ∈ G1

and all a, b ∈ Z∗
q .

2) Non-degenerate: The map does not send all pairs in
G1 ×G1 to the identity in G2.

3) Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to com-
pute ê(P, Q) for any P, Q ∈ G1.

As shown in [4], such admissible maps can be obtained
from the Weil or the Tate pairings over supersingular el-
liptic curves or abelian varieties.

2.2 Computational Diffie-Hellman Prob-
lem (CDHP)

Definition 1. Let G be a cyclic group of prime order q,
let P be an arbitrary generator of G, the CDH problem
is, given 〈G, P, aP, bP 〉 for unknown a, b ∈ Zq, compute
abP ∈ G.

Definition 2. (Computational Diffie-Hellman As-
sumption) Let G be a CDH parameter generator, which
taking security parameter 1k as input generates a cyclic
group G of prime order q, and a generator P ∈ G∗. We
define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the
CDH problem for G as

AdvCDH
G,A (k) = Pr[A(G, P, aP, bP ) = abP |

〈G, P 〉 ← G(1k), a, b
R
←− Z∗

q ]

We say G satisfies the CDH assumption if for any proba-
bilistic polynomial time (in k) algorithm A the advantage
AdvCDH

G,A (k) is negligible.

2.3 Existential Unforgeability Under
Chosen Message Attacks (UF-CMA)

Definition 3. An identity-based signature scheme is said
to be existentially unforgeable under chosen message at-
tacks if no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary
has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1) The challenger runs the setup algorithm to generate
the system’s parameters and sends them to the ad-
versary.

2) The adversary A performs a series of queries:

• Key extraction queries: A produces an identity
ID and receives the private key dID correspond-
ing to ID.

• Signature queries: A produces an identity ID
and a message M and receives a signature on
M that is generated by the signature oracle using
the private key corresponding to the identity ID.

3) After a polynomial number of queries, A produces
a tuple (ID∗, M∗, σ∗) such that ID∗ and (ID∗, M∗)
have not been asked to the key extraction oracle and
the signature oracle respectively. A wins the game if
σ∗ is a valid signature on M∗ for ID∗.

The adversary’s advantage is defined to be its proba-
bility of producing a forged signature taken over the coin-
flipping of the challenger and A.

2.4 Strong Existential Unforgeability
Under Chosen Message Attacks
(sUF-CMA)

Definition 4. An identity-based signature scheme is said
to be strongly existentially unforgeable under chosen mes-
sage attacks if no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) ad-
versary has a non-negligible advantage in the following
game:

1) The challenger runs the setup algorithm to generate
the system’s parameters and sends them to the ad-
versary.
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2) The adversary A performs a series of queries:

• Key extraction queries: A produces an identity
ID and receives the private key dID correspond-
ing to ID.

• Signature queries: A produces an identity ID
and a message M and receives a signature on
M that is generated by the signature oracle using
the private key corresponding to the identity ID.

3) After a polynomial number of queries, A produces
a tuple (ID∗, M∗, σ∗) such that ID∗ has never been
asked to the key extraction oracle and σ∗ has never
been returned by the signature oracle on the input
(ID∗, M∗). A wins the game if σ∗ is a valid signature
on M∗ for ID∗.

The adversary’s advantage is defined to be its proba-
bility of producing a forged signature taken over the coin-
flipping of the challenger and A.

The notion of sUF-CMA was first proposed by An et al.
in [1] and was considered in several other works [3, 13, 18].
It is slightly stronger than UF-CMA in that the adversary
is required to be unable to even forge a new signature on
a previously signed message.

3 The Original SOK-IBS Scheme

In this section, we recall the original SOK-IBS scheme
proposed by Sakai, Ohgishi and Kasahara in [16]. The
scheme consists of four algorithms:

Setup: Given a security parameter k, the PKG chooses
groups G1 and G2 of prime order q > 2k, a bilinear map
ê : G1 × G1 → G2, a generator P of G1, a randomly
chosen master key s ∈ Z∗

q and the associated public key
PPub = sP . It also picks cryptographic hash functions
H1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗

1. The system’s public parameter
are

params = (G1, G2, ê, P, PPub, H1, H2).

Keygen: Given a user’s identity ID, the PKG computes
QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1 and the associated private key
dID = sQID ∈ G1 that is transmitted to the user.

Sign: In order to sign a message M ,

1) Pick r ∈R Z∗
q and compute U = rP ∈ G1 and H =

H2(M) ∈ G1.

2) Compute V = dID + rH ∈ G1.

The signature on M is the pair σ = 〈U, V 〉 ∈ G1 ×G1.

Verify: To verify a signature σ = 〈U, V 〉 ∈ G1 × G1

on message M for an identity ID, the verifier first takes
QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1 and H = H2(M) ∈ G1. The verifier
accepts the signature if ê(V, P ) = ê(QID, PPub) ê(H, U)
and rejects it otherwise.

The difference among the original SOK-IBS scheme
and the two modified schemes in [2, 13] is the defini-
tion of H . The SOK-IBS-1 scheme defines H to be
H2(M, U) [2], while the SOK-IBS-2 scheme defines H to
be H2(ID, M, U) [13]. We will show in the next section
that the slight difference causes the security of the original
scheme to differ from those of the two modified schemes.

We also note that the proof technique in [13] to prove
the SOK-IBS-2 scheme cannot be used directly to prove
the security of the original scheme owing to the slight
difference between the two schemes. In the proofs of [13],
to answer the signature query, B first sets the signature
to be a randomly chosen pair 〈U, V 〉 ∈ G1×G1, and then
calculates the value of H = H2(ID, M, U) from U and V .
The probability that A can guess U correctly and query
H = H2(ID, M, U) before querying the signature on M
is slight. However, if we use this technique to prove the
security of the original scheme, A can query H = H2(M)
on each message M before querying signature on it and
need not guess the value of U in advance. Consequently,
B will always fail to answer signature queries.

4 Security Analysis

4.1 The Original SOK-IBS Scheme is UF-
CMA Secure

Theorem 1. In the random oracle model, if a PPT ad-
versary A against the original SOK-IBS scheme has an
advantage ε in forging a signature in an attack modelled
by the game of Definition 3, when running in a time t
and asking qHi

queries to random oracle Hi (i = 1, 2), qE

queries to the key extraction oracle and qS queries to the
signature oracle. Then we can construct an algorithm B
to solve the CDH problem with the advantage ε′ within a
time t′, where

ε′ ≥
ε− 1/2k

e2 · (1 + qE)(1 + qS)

t′ < (1 + qH1
+ qH2

+ qE + 2qS)tm + (1 + qS)tmm,

where k denotes the security parameter of the scheme, e
denotes the base of the natural logarithm, tm denotes the
time to perform a scalar multiplication in G1 and tmm

denotes the time to perform a multi-exponentiation in G1.

Proof. We show how can we use a forger A to construct
a PPT algorithm B to solve the CDH problem. Let 〈X =
xP, Y = yP 〉 be a random instance of the CDH problem
taken as input by B. The latter initializes A with PPub =
X as system overall public key. A then performs queries
as described by Definition 3, B answers the queries as
follows:

• Queries on H1 oracle: To answer the H1 query, B
maintains a list L1, which is initially empty. When
an identity ID is submitted to H1 oracle, B first scans
L1 to check whether H1 was already defined for that
input. If it was, B returns the previously defined
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value. Otherwise, B flips a coin T1 ∈ {0, 1} that
Pr[T1 = 0] = δ1 and Pr[T1 = 1] = 1 − δ1. B picks a
random value u ∈ Z∗

q . If T1 = 0, H1(ID) is defined
to be uP . If T1 = 1, H1(ID) is defined to be uY .
Then B inserts a tuple (ID, T1, u) in L1 and returns
H1(ID) to A.

• Queries on H2 oracle: To answer the H2 query, B
maintains a list L2 which is initially empty. On input
message M , B first scans L2 to check whether H2 was
already defined for that input. If it was, B returns the
previously defined value. Otherwise, B flips a coin
T2 ∈ {0, 1}, with the probability Pr[T2 = 0] = δ2 and
Pr[T2 = 1] = 1− δ2. B picks a random value r ∈ Z∗

q

and stores the tuple (M, T2, r) in L2. If T2 = 0,
B returns H2(M) = rP to A, otherwise, B returns
H2(M) = rX to A.

• Queries on key extraction oracle: On input identity
ID, B first runs the algorithm to respond the H1

query to obtain the tuple (ID, T1, u). If T1 = 0, the
private key corresponding to ID is set to be dID =
uX . If T1 = 1, B reports failure and aborts.

• Queries on signature oracle: On input identity ID
and message M , B first runs the algorithm to respond
the H1 query and the algorithm to respond the H2

query to obtain the tuple (ID, T1, u) and the tuple
(M, T2, r) respectively.

1) If T1 = 0, B sets the private key dID to be
uX , and uses the private key to generate the
signature.

2) If T1 = 1 and T2 = 1, B picks a random value
v ∈R Z∗

q , sets V to be vX , U to be r−1(vP −
QID) and the signature σ is 〈U, V 〉.

3) If T1 = 1 and T2 = 0, B reports failure and
aborts.

• Challenge: A outputs an identity ID∗, a message M∗

and a signature σ∗ = 〈U∗, V ∗〉. B runs the algorithm
to respond H1 query and the algorithm to respond
H2 query to obtain the tuple (ID∗, T ∗

1 , u∗) and the
tuple (M∗, T ∗

2 , r∗) respectively. If T ∗
1 = 0 or T ∗

2 = 1,
B reports failure and aborts. Otherwise, B knows
that

ê(V ∗, P ) = ê(Q∗
ID, PPub)ê(H

∗, U∗)

with Q∗
ID = u∗Y and H∗ = H∗

2 (M) = r∗P . Then it
also knows that ê(V ∗−rU∗, P ) = ê(Y, X)u∗ and that
u∗−1(V ∗ − rU∗) is the solution to the CDH instance
(X, Y ) ∈ G1 ×G1.

Now we assess the advantage of B. The probability of
B not to fail in the key extraction queries is at least δqE

1 .
The probability not to fail in the signature queries is at
least (1− (1− δ1)δ2)

qS . The probability not to fail in the
challenge stage is (1− δ1)δ2. The probability that A out-
puts a valid signature without asking the corresponding

H2(M
∗) is at most 1/2k. Therefore, the advantage of B

is as least

(ε− 1/2k) · δqE

1 · (1− (1− δ1)δ2)
qS · (1 − δ1)δ2

= (ε− 1/2k) · δqE

1 · (1 − δ1) · (1− (1 − δ1)δ2)
qS · δ2

≥ (ε− 1/2k) · δqE

1 · (1 − δ1) · (1− δ2)
qS · δ2.

Clearly, the value δqE

1 ·(1−δ1) is maximized at the point
where its derivative equals zero, i.e., (δqE

1 · (1 − δ1))
′ =

qEδqE−1
1 − (qE +1)δqE

1 = 0. Therefore, the value δqE

1 · (1−
δ1) is maximized at δopt

1 = qE

1+qE
, and the maximal value

equals 1
(1+ 1

qE
)qE
· 1

1+qE
≥ 1

e(1+qE) .

In the same way, we can get that (1 − δ2)
qS · δ2 is

maximized at δopt
2 = 1

1+qS
and the maximal value equals

1
(1+ 1

qS
)qS
· 1

1+qS
≥ 1

e(1+qS) .

Since δ1 and δ2 are independent, we know that when
using δopt

1 and δopt
2 , B′s advantage is at least

ε− 1/2k

(1 + 1
qE

)qE (1 + 1
qS

)qS (1 + qE)(1 + qS)

≥
ε− 1/2k

e2 · (1 + qE)(1 + qS)
.

4.2 The Original SOK-IBS Scheme is not
sUF-CMA Secure

Libert and Quisquater proved that the SOK-IBS-2 scheme
is sUF-CMA secure in the random oracle model [13]. We
note that we can apply their proof technique to prove that
the SOK-IBS-1 scheme is also sUF-CMA secure. We omit
the detail proof here. However, we show that the original
SOK-IBS scheme is not sUF-CMA secure.

Theorem 2. The original SOK-IBS scheme is not sUF-
CMA secure.

Proof. On receiving a signature σ on message M for an
identity ID, we can easily forge a distinct signature σ′ on
(M, ID) without obtaining the private key corresponding
to ID.

Let σ = 〈U, V 〉 be a signature on (M, ID), with
U = rP , V = dID + rH for some unknown r ∈ Z∗

q and
H = H2(M). We can pick a random value r′ ∈R Z∗

q and
compute U ′ = U + r′P and V ′ = V + r′H . It is easy to
verify that σ′ = 〈U ′, V ′〉 is a valid signature, since

ê(V ′, P ) = ê(V, P )ê(r′H, P )

= ê(QID, PPub)ê(H, U)ê(r′H, P )

= ê(QID, PPub)ê(H, U ′).

5 Conclusion

The original SOK-IBS scheme is an interesting scheme.
Unlike most other existing IBS schemes such as [5, 7, 11,
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17] and the two modified SOK-IBS schemes in [2, 13],
the original SOK-IBS scheme cannot be viewed as the re-
sult of performing the Fiat-Shamir transformation [7] on a
certain underlying identification scheme. Due to this, the
general framework in [2] and the forking lemma technique
in [15] can both hardly be applied to prove the security of
the original SOK-IBS scheme. Till now, its security has
never been analyzed. In this paper, we proved that the
original SOK-IBS scheme is UF-CMA secure. Our secu-
rity reduction is slightly looser than that in [13], but is
tighter than those in [5, 11, 12]. We also show that the
original SOK-IBS scheme is not sUF-CMA secure, though
the two modified versions of it in [2, 13] are. From this
point, we can see that the modifications made on the orig-
inal SOK-IBS scheme in [2] improve its security and do
not lower its efficiency.
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